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	This book is about interesting and exciting new developments in the area of
	information management. These developments are focused on new ways of
	structuring, choosing, understanding, and integrating information that is needed to run
	a business, service customers, and comply with numerous regulatory requirements.


	To paraphrase Claude Shannon, the “father” of information theory and the
	concepts of information entropy, information is that which resolves uncertainty. Our
	entire existence is a process of gathering, analyzing, understanding, and acting on
	information. Progressive resolution of uncertainty is the key to the way we make
	business and personal decisions. The need to sustain new regulatory pressures
	and achieve competitive advantages by managing customer-level profitability
	and risk-adjusted return on investment drives profound changes in the way
	business and government organizations operate. Traditional account-centric and
	application-specific silos of business processes restrict organizations’ ability to
	meet the aforementioned challenge. Therefore, in order to succeed in today’s highly
	competitive global and dynamic markets, businesses are making serious investments
	in the new customer-centric processes and technical capabilities. These new
	capabilities should allow organizations to effectively select, acquire, understand,
	and manage accurate and relevant information about customers, products, partners,
	patients, inventories, prices, and other areas of business concerns.


	In doing so, enterprises are collecting and processing ever-increasing volumes
	of information, especially as business conditions change, markets shrink or expand,
	companies grow organically or by acquisitions, and customer retention becomes one
	of the key business metrics.
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Solaris 10 System Administration EssentialsPrentice Hall, 2009
Solaris™ 10 System Administration Essentials is the first book to concisely yet comprehensively cover all of the breakthrough features of the Solaris 10 operating system. The Solaris OS has a long history of innovation, and the Solaris 10 OS is a watershed release that includes features such...
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Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 Reporting CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 50 recipes to help you build Dynamics AX reports faster by simplifying your understanding of the report model


	Overview

	
		Practical recipes for creating and managing reports
	
		Illustrated step-by-step examples that can be adopted in real time
	
		Complete explanations of the...
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CSIDS Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram  642-531)Que, 2004
Join the ranks of readers who have trusted Exam Cram 2 to their certification preparation needs! The CCSP CSIDS Exam Cram 2 (Exam 642-531) is focused on what you need to know to pass the CCSP CSI exam. The Exam Cram 2 Method of Study provides you with a concise method to learn the exam topics. The...
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Pro Android FlashApress, 2011

	Our goal in writing this book was to open up the amazing world of mobile and device
	development to every single developer. You no longer need to learn a custom mobile
	programming language or be an expert in mobile application design to write good-looking,
	professional business applications. We believe that in the future, handsets and...
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Don't Just Do Something, Stand There!: Ten Principles for Leading Meetings That MatterBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2007

	Most people think meetings are all too often a waste of time. But Weisbrod and Janoff say that's only because of the way most meetings are run. In this book they offer ten principles that will allow you to get more done in meetings by doing less. The key is knowing what you can and can't control. You can't controol people's...
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Nessus Network Auditing, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2008
In the war zone that is the modern Internet, manually reviewing each networked system for security fl aws is no longer feasible. Operating systems, applications, and network protocols have grown so complex over the last decade that it takes a dedicated security administrator to keep even a relatively small network shielded from attack.
...
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